New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Suicide Squad Extended Cut It feels good to be bad... Assemble a team of
the world's most dangerous, incarcerated Super Villains, provide them with
the most powerful arsenal at the government's disposal, and send them off
on a mission to defeat an enigmatic, insuperable entity. U.S. intelligence
officer Amanda Waller has determined only a secretly convened group of
disparate, despicable individuals with next to nothing to lose will do.
However, once they realize they weren't picked to succeed but chosen for
their patent culpability when they inevitably fail, will the Suicide Squad
resolve to die trying, or decide it's every man for himself? Warner
Ben-Hur Fate and adventure collide in the "epic and awe-inspiring" story of
Judah Ben-Hur (Jack Huston), a prince who is enslaved by the Romans after
being betrayed by his adopted brother Messala (Toby Kebbell). Separated
from his family and the woman he loves, Ben-Hur is rescued from near death
by the mysterious Ilderim (Morgan Freeman). He returns to his homeland
seeking revenge against his brother and an empire, but instead he finds a
chance for redemption. Paramount
Baked in Brooklyn A recent college graduate (Brener) decides to sell
marijuana on the streets of Manhattan after losing his job at a consulting
firm. He soon meets the girl of his dreams (Daddario). With an unsupportive
girlfriend, an increase of clienteles, and the growing threats of being caught
or killed, he soon realizes he is in way over his head. Well Go
Stagecoach The Texas Jack Story A retired outlaw (Trace Adkins) must leave
his peaceful new life behind when his former partner shows up with news
that a U.S. marshal (Kim Coates) is on their tail and seeking to settle an old
score. The duo take flight and quickly resume their criminal ways with a new
partner, robbing stagecoaches throughout the West and becoming the most
wanted outlaws in the land. Well Go
Shannara Chronicles Season One Based on the 26-volume book series by
Terry Brooks, The Shannara Chronicles tells the epic story of an Elvin
princess, a bandit, and a half-Elf tasked with stopping the end of the world.
Created and Executive Produced by Alfred Gough & Miles Millar
("Smallville") and Executive Produced by Jon Favreau (Iron Man), and shot
against the epic landscapes of New Zealand. Paramount
Call of Heroes During the warlords era in China, a village located in rural
area called Pucheng fell into dangerous situation when its government
allocated all its military to the front line, the cruel commandant Cao from
the enemy troops arrived the village and killed the innocent, the guardians
of Pucheng were desperate to fight against Cao for justice and to protect
their homeland. Well Go
Harley and the Davidsons Charts the birth of this iconic bike during a time
of great social and technological change beginning at the turn of the 20th
century. Walter, Arthur, and Bill risked their entire fortune and livelihood to
launch the budding enterprise. Each of these men faced very different
challenges, but it was the motorcycle that united their dreams and
ambitions. Lionsgate
Christmas All Over Again It's Christmas Eve, and teen Eddie (Sean Ryan Fox,
"Henry Danger") hopes a sweet new pair of Breezy 3000 sneakers will catch
the eye of neighbor girl Cindy (Amber Montana, "Haunted Hathaways"). But
the next morning, the tree is empty - and every new day brings another
Christmas without presents. To escape from this loop, Eddie turns to a
mysterious shoe store owner (Joey Lawrence, "Melissa & Joey"), who helps
him understand that true joy doesn't come tied up in a bow. Lionsgate
Maximum Ride In this film adaptation of the series of young-adult fantasy
novels by James Patterson, winged teens Max (Allie Marie Evans), Fang
(Patrick Johnson), Iggy (Zayne Emory), Nudge (Tetona Jackson), Gazzy (Gavin
Lewis), and Angel (Lyliana Wray) escape from a laboratory facility called the
School, and take flight away from the clutches of the half-wolf Erasers.
Paramount
Cardboard Boxer Willie (Thomas Haden Church), a homeless man living on
Los Angeles' Skid Row, earns money by fighting other vagrants for the
amusement of two wealthy teenagers. His life changes one day when he
finds a young girl's diary in the trash and, moved by her plight, attempts to
contact her. Terrence Howard, Boyd Holbrook, and Macy Gray co-star.
Directed by Knate Lee. Wll Go
The Intervention A weekend getaway for four couples takes a sharp turn
when one of the couples discovers the entire trip was orchestrated to host
an intervention on their marriage. Paramount
Legend of Bruce Lee Volume One Young Bruce Lee (Danny Chan) has no
interest in studying and is obsessed with martial arts. After losing a street
fight, he resolves to master Kung Fu under the tutelage of Master Ye Wen.
Targeted by street gangs after standing up for the weak, Bruce has no other
option but to leave Hong Kong for a strange and far off land: America. At the
University of Washington Bruce starts teaching martial arts and befriends an
American girl named Linda (Michelle Lang). An extraordinary performance
at a national karate championship launches Bruce, his film career, and his
Kung Fu school on the path to international renown. Well Go
Looking: The Movie Looking debuted in January 2014, garnering significant
praise from both fans and critics in its two-season run. While the series
focused primarily on a group of gay friends, the themes were ones that
everyone, gay and straight, could relate to: falling in love, finding
professional fulfillment, forging an identity in a complicated world, and
searching for happiness. The Complete Series features all 18 episodes of the
series and a brand new 90-minute movie that provides an emotionally
fulfilling as well as humorous wrap-up to the franchise. It also includes 16
audio commentaries with the cast and crew. HBO
Better Call Saul: Season 2 Before he was Saul, he was small-time, hustling
attorney Jimmy McGill (Golden Globe nominee Bob Odenkirk). Season 2
finds Jimmy leaving shortcuts behind for his budding romance with Kim
(Rhea Seehorn). With his stern brother Chuck (Michael McKean) keeping
watch and fixer Mike (Jonathan Banks) drawn into a menacing cartel web,
how long can Slippin Jimmy stay on the straight and narrow? Sony
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2016 World Series Collectors Edition Chicago Cubs All droughts end with
rain. The cleansing washes away all of the curses and superstitions and
omprobable losses. The Chicago Cubs ended their drought. Fly the W! The
Cubs are 2016 World Series Champions! The 2015 Fall Classic was the end of a
long road. Generations of families and friends celebrated cherished
memories newly washed by a championship. And it may even be the
begining of a new kind of journey for the Cubs ands their fans. Owner Tom
Ricketts and Presisdent of Baseball Operations Theo Epstein collaborated to
shape a staff and team that could pull of the most epic of Championships.
Cinedign
Hanky Panky / Another You Hanky Panky Looking debuted in January 2014,
garnering significant praise from both fans and critics in its two-season run.
While the series focused primarily on a group of gay friends, the themes were
ones that everyone, gay and straight, could relate to: falling in love, finding
professional fulfillment, forging an identity in a complicated world, and
searching for happiness. The Complete Series features all 18 episodes of the
series and a brand new 90-minute movie that provides an emotionally
fulfilling as well as humorous wrap-up to the franchise. It also includes 16
audio commentaries with the cast and crew. Another You Pryor and Wilder,
the funniest combination since Wilder and Pryor, are up to some more funny
business in Another You. In their fourth comic outing together following the
classics, Silver Streak, Stir Crazy and See No Evil, Hear No Evil, the two play
George and Eddie, a couple of liars who just can't seem to kick the habit.
What begins as a few harmless lies leads them into a labyrinth of hilarious
complications involving a missing millionaire, his beautiful wife, a dangerous
estate executive and a major mistaken identity crisis. As the lies pile up, so do
the laughs in this star-powered comedy featuring the sexy Mercedes Ruehl,
Stephen Lang and an early performance by Vanessa Williams. With Another
You, Pryor and Wilder prove once again to be one of the great comedy teams
of their generation - and that's no lie.
Pearl Harbor 75th Anniversary 8-Part Documentary Collection December
7th - a day that has lived in infamy - shall never be forgotten. 2,403 souls lost
- over 1,000 more injured. Revisit the historic day and capture the gripping
stories of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor as we mark the 75th
Anniversary of the devastating airstrike that launched the United States into
World War II. This collection includes 8 documentaries giving an in-depth
look at the period leading up to Pearl Harbor and the patriotic response from
Americans that enlisted to fight back. Mill Creek
I Know What you did last Summer, When a Stranger Calls, Vacancy Triple
Feature: I know What You Did Last Summer Jennifer Love Hewitt and Sarah
Michelle Gellar star with Ryan Phillippe, Freddie Prinze, Jr. and Johnny Galecki
in this terrifying tale of a body that just won't stay dead. After an accident on
a winding road, four teens make the fatal mistake of dumping their victim's
body into the sea. Exactly one year later, the dead man returns from his
watery grave and he wants more than an apology. When A Stranger Calls To
Jill Johnson, it was the perfect babysitting job. The parents were away. The
fridge was stocked. The children were tucked into bed. But then the phone
rings and an ominous voice asks, "Have you checked the children?" Locked in
with the lights out and the curtains drawn, a panicky Jill phones the police,
who trace the calls - only to inform her they're coming from inside the house.
Vacancy When David and Amy Fox's car breaks down in the middle of
nowhere, they are forced to spend the night at the only motel around, with
only the TV to entertain them - until they discover that the low-budget
slasher videos they find in their room were all filmed in the very room in
which they're sitting. With hidden cameras now aimed at them, David and
Amy must struggle to get out alive before they end up the next victims on
tape. Mill Creek
Bob Hope: Hope for the Holidays Bob Hope and his wife Dolores present
excerpts from 40 years of NBC Christmas television specials, including
appearances by John Wayne, Bing Crosby, Lee Marvin, Redd Foxx, Red
Skelton, Jack Benny, Dolly Parton, Reba McIntire, Olivia Newton-John, Phyllis
Diller, Lucille Ball, Marie Osmond, Dyan Cannon, Shirley Jones, the Judds, and
Phil Silvers, among many others. Hope's Christmas specials, which occurred
overseas whenever a major war was being fought, always pulled in an
extraordinarily high viewership for the network and involved extremely
broad comedy sketches alongside lots of musical duets.
Whitlock: A Study in Starlet
End of a Gun Action superstar Steven Seagal stars in this sexy, high-stakes
thriller set in glittering Paris. Seagal plays Decker, an ex-DEA agent who takes
deadly action one night to save the alluring Lisa from an abusive boyfriend.
She approaches Decker with a seductive proposition: help her steal $2
million from a car guarded by Parisian police and share in the bounty. But
even if they outrun the cops, can they outgun the hit squads sent by a
furious, sadistic drug lord to reclaim the loot? Sony
Brother Nature Roger (Taran Killam), a straight-laced politician has big plans
to propose to his dream girl (Gillian Jacobs) at her family's lake house. But
everything goes awry when he meets his potential brother-in-law Todd
(Bobby Moynihan): a full-time camp counselor with a heart of gold and a wild
sense of fun, pining to be Roger's best friend, and ultimately catapulting him
into a series of unfortunate events. As Roger tries to take a stand amidst
outrageous fishing excursions, propulsive water jetpacks and American
history-themed musicals, he realizes that being a part of a new family may be
more difficult than he'd thought. From Lorne Michaels, the executive
producer of Saturday Night Live, comes a hilarious comedy co-starring Rita
Wilson, Bill Pullman, Ellen Bloodworth, Sarah Burns, Giancarlo Esposito,
Rachael Harris, Kumail Nanjiani, Kenan Thompson and David Wain.
Paramount
Jennifer Lopez Dance Again Jennifer Lopez: Dance Again combines riveting
musical performances with a raw and candid look at Lopez's personal and
professional life over a defining six-month period, when she challenges
herself to go on tour with her two young children in tow. Featuring intimate
documentary footage and interviews with Lopez and her closest friends, as
well as spectacular in-concert renditions of many of her biggest hits, the
docu-concert goes behind the scenes of the superstar's first world tour,
which visits in 65 cities and five continents, travelling 100,000 miles and
reaching one million fans, producing 11,250 minutes of music, and requiring
500,000 sequins and 162 wardrobe changes. Starz/Anchor Bay

